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Abstract
This thesis presents the design and development of a program that allows artists to
explore and create visual effects from the interaction between a particle system and motion
captured data. A spatial subdivision scheme was developed to ensure fast and efficient
particle-mesh collisions, allowing the user to interact with the system as it runs. Motion
captured data was applied to create different animation routines which include a tango
electronica dance and a tribal magician choreography. The particle system was created to
work in conjunction with these animations and developed to be as versatile as possible,
allowing for a multitude of effects from the interaction of the particles with the mesh.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 2012 Wayne McGregor and dancers from Random Dance took over an installation
piece called the Rain Room. The dancers performed within a room of falling rain, exploring
the shape and form of the body through dance and the interaction with the rain. Seen in
Figure 1.1, the dancers created visually stunning silhouettes through their choreography.
The Rain Room installation and the dancers performing within it was the inspiration for
this project.
Figure 1.1: Random Dance dancers performing in Rain Room [3].
The concern of this thesis was to create a digital translation of the interaction seen
in the Rain Room installation. A versatile system was built to have a three-dimensional
computer generated dancer interacting with a particle simulation to achieve results inspired
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by the Rain Room. The system was also built to allow other looks to be created which
include particle direction and attraction.
To achieve these results, a three step process was set up. First, the dance was
composed. The dance was designed to explore the figure’s movements through the scene.
An animation was also developed to act as if the model were ‘wielding’ or ‘directing’ the
particles with her hands, like a magician. The music and dance were designed in a way that
would inspire long-limbed and expressive movements from the dancer’s body throughout
the routine. By having the dancer perform vividly with her body and move both in the
horizontal and vertical directions actively, the motion was dynamic and spread out. The
motion took advantage of both the space low to the ground as well as that available high in
the air.
The music was composed with a mixture of tango and electronica. The tango allowed
for an underlying melodic and smooth sound, a good background for the choreography to
flow. The electronica worked to offer sharp, modern contrasts to the classic tango, as well
to speak to the mechanical aspects of the project as a whole.
Animating the dance by hand would be both time consuming and inaccurate to the
dance itself so motion capture was chosen to animate the dancer’s mesh. By employing
the use of motion capture, the dance was rendered as true to the original performance as
possible.
Next, the particle system was developed with the goal in mind of having the user be
able to control and manipulate it while the performance is played back. The system was set
up with multiple mechanics to control how the particles move, be they stationary, falling like
rain, or attracted to points on the moving mesh. The values that controlled those mechanics
were promoted so that the user could interactively alter them, changing the effects as the
system ran.
Finally, OpenGL (Open Graphics Library) was chosen as the rendering platform as
it allows for the production of real-time color images or moving, three dimensional objects
[11]. It also offered a very alterable GUI system found in GLUI, which runs on top of
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OpenGL. With the mesh being organized into a spatial grid and all calculations being run
as efficiently as possible, the user can interact smoothly with the system and move a camera
around the scene as the motion captured dancer moves. The user is also given control over
different variables in the system, such as the gravitational and attraction forces, via the
built in GUI. Users are then able to create their own effects by manipulating the particles
in the scene. The intent was to create a visually interesting interactive medium for particles
and meshes to simulate together.
3
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Particle Systems
Particle systems were first introduced to the Computer Graphics community by
Reeves [8] in the 1983 paper Particle Systems - A Technique for Modeling a Class of Fuzzy
Objects. Particle systems model an object as a cloud of primitive particles that define its
volume. Over a period of time, particles are generated into the system, move and change
form, and die. The resulting model is able to represent motion, changes in form, and
dynamics that are not possible with classical surface-based representations. The Reeves
paper describes the basic particle system model and how the approach can be used in
creating various “fuzzy” objects such as fire, clouds, and water. A generator creates the
particles with an initial position, velocity, color, age, and lifetime. Additional attributes can
be attached as needed.
Once the particles are created, forces act on them to give them motion. Different
forces can be applied depending on the desired motion. In his paper Particle Animation and
Rendering Using Data Parallel Computation, Sims [12] describes a scheme for controlling
particle choreography. Sims uses the equations of motion for a particle in three dimensions
and approximates those equations for a small, discrete interval of time to update the position
and velocity of the particles.
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Given this basic framework, the user can apply a set of operators to initialize and
control the motion. Sims categorizes these as acceleration and velocity operators. Accel-
eration operators control the motion of the particles by providing a change in momentum.
The user can supply a constant acceleration, random acceleration, or acceleration towards
a specific object such as a point (creates an orbital motion), a line, or towards a specific
coordinate in space. They can also have the particle bounce off the surface of an object such
as a sphere or a plane. Sims also describes how to create a realistic sense of damping in the
motion, wherein the energy in the particle system dissipates to a minimum level over time.
One such well known use of acceleration operators is in the 1987 paper by Reynolds
[10], Flocks, Herds, and Schools: A Distributed Behavioral Model. In it he describes a way to
combine three rules to create the flocking or schooling effect seen naturally in the behavior of
animals such as birds and fish. The three rules which control how the acceleration operators
are applied to the motion of the particle are
1. Collision Avoidance,
2. Velocity Matching, and
3. Flock Centering.
Collision avoidance is the urge to steer away from an imminent impact. It is based on
the relative position of the flockmates and ignores their velocity. Velocity matching is the
opposite; it is based only on the velocity and ignores position. Flock centering makes a flock
object want to be near the center of the flock. All three of these rules interact with one
another, creating a simulation of particles moving together in a flock, matching velocity but
avoiding collisions among one another.
Particles have become a standard for creating effects in the VFX industry. Reeves
used them to create a wall of fire in Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan, seen in Figure 2.1.
More recently, particles were applied in the Sandman effects from DreamWorks Animation’s
Rise of the Guardians, seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: From Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan - Expanding wall of fire [8].
6
Figure 2.2: Particle examples from DreamWorks Animation’s Rise of the Guardians [1].
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2.2 Spatial Grids
To create visually impressive effects with particles systems, a large number of parti-
cles is often required. The number often needs to reach into the millions in order to create
believable effects such as fire or water. When combining these millions of particles with other
objects or into a scene, organizational schemes are required to ensure a smooth interaction
between the objects and the particles. Spatial subdivision is one such technique.
A spatial subdivision is a way to break down a complicated scene into smaller units,
giving the user the ability to define areas of interest to be used in later geometrical operations.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of simple spatial subdivision, where the Ajax model is spatially
subdivided. For highly polygonalized models, spatial subdivisions can be used to section off
areas of interest, for example the face of a figure or an object in a larger scene. In volume
rendering they can be used to store information at variable refinement to create very detail
oriented renders such as clouds and wisps.
Figure 2.3: Spatially subdivided Ajax model.
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Starting with the overall bounding box that contains the object of interest, this box
can then be subdivided into smaller cubes, or voxels. The length of any side of the voxel is
called the step size and can vary in each of the three directions, x, y, and z. When x, y, and
z are equal, the voxels are cubes.
(a) Subdivided bunny model. (b) Subdivided Venus model.
Figure 2.4: Sparse grid examples [9].
Dense grids are bounding volumes with data in all voxels of the grid. Dense grids
are not always the most efficient data structures and can be replaced by sparse grids. Sparse
grids are used to store data in only the necessary spaces. The user is able to subdivide the
object only where necessary for detail or where more information is needed. This can save
on computation time as well as allow the user to subdivide to finer detail without using
as much space. Figures 2.4 (a) and (b) show examples of sparse grids. The empty space
around the objects have coarse voxels while the edges of the model have a much finer voxel
subdivision to better define the surface of the geometry with more detail. Furthermore,
both dense and sparse grids can be skewed into frustum grids. Frustum grids can be used
in instances when an artist is only concerned with the data that would be visible in the
camera’s view frustum. In this way, the artist can cull any data that is not visible.
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2.3 Motion-Capture
Motion capture, also known as mocap, is the process by which the motion of objects
or persons is recorded. It has been used in movies such as the Lord of the Rings trilogy (2001,
2002, 2003), Polar Express (2004), and Avatar (2009). In computer animation and graphics,
the artist can capture an actor’s movements and apply them to computer generated models
by using motion capture. When hand animation is not feasible or is too expensive for the
studio and artist, motion captured animation can be supplemented. Facial animation can be
recorded, for example, for a computer generated replica of an actor, allowing the computer
generated model to speak and emote the same way the actor would. This gives a more
realistic and believable animation to the character.
To record motion capture data, motion capture cameras surround the animation of
interest and markers are placed on the actors aligned with joint positions to match with tem-
plate skeletal figures. For humans, some of these markers include elbows, knees, shoulders,
and ankles. Some areas require more markers, such as minute facial expressions or overlap-
ping finger gestures, where more detail is necessary. These markers reflect the light emitted
from the mocap cameras. The capturing software records the data in two dimensional space
and interpolates between all the cameras into three dimensional space.
Figure 2.5 shows two performers in motion capture suits. The cameras are seen in
the background, recognizable by the red rings of light. The markers are glowing on the
performers suits, reflecting the light of the cameras. This reflected light is what is recorded
throughout their motion and translated onto joints of different skeletal templates. Figure 2.6
shows facial markers and the amount needed for the accurate representation of the nuances
found in facial animation.
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Figure 2.5: Two performers in motion capture suits.
Figure 2.6: Facial mocap markers for detailed facial animation [2].
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Chapter 3
Implementation
The goal of this project was to create a highly controllable program that explored
various interactions between particles and motion captured meshes. For this, interactivity
was a key component so that the audience could move around the scene and manipulate var-
ious variables while the performance played back. The system was divided into three parts:
motion captured geometry, a particle system and its mechanics, and interactive rendering.
3.1 Geometry
To create different mesh-to-particle interactions for this system, and to speak to the
Rain Room inspiration, a dance routine was designed. The motion of the particles could be
controlled to interact with the dance in a multitude of ways. For instance, the dancer could
‘direct’ the particles with her body or she could move through a scene filled with stationary
particles and affect them in some manner.
The dance was choreographed to be as expressive as possible and include long-limbed
actions. The dancer was able to interact with both the overhead space (tall stances and
leaping) and the ground space (crouching and kicks). In this way the anatomy would touch
the entire scene. In the interactive render, the space would be filled with particles. Rather
than the result being small and confined, it became a dynamic use of the space.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.1: Image captures of Brooke Buckley’s performance, live vs. CG.
Figure 3.1 shows examples of the dance moves during the actual dance compared to
the final project. In Figure 3.1(a) the performer is incorporating both long limbs as well
as a low position to create a very dynamic form. The motion is beautiful both as a small
part of the entire dance but also as a stationary position as shown in Figure 3.1(b). Figures
3.1(c) and (d) show another example of the performer in an extended and mid-air position,
taking advantage of the head space in the scene. Thus, the dance incorporated a variety of
both vertical and horizontal explorations of space, resulting in very compelling movements.
The music for the dance was as pivotal to the overall performance as the dance itself.
The music had to be varied enough in tempo without losing an overall coherent sound to
direct the dancer into dynamic and evocative positions. Composed by Caleb Ligon, the
music has a mixture of tango and electronica. The music gave the dancer enough classic
sound in the tango to perform an energetic yet smooth dance, while also incorporating a
more mechanical feel to complement the final look of the project as a whole.
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After the dance routine was composed, the dance had to be rendered onto a computer
generated model. To achieve the smoothest animation for the choreographed dance, motion
capture was used to record the performance and then translate that information onto a
model in Autodesk R© Maya. Because motion capture was used, the dance remained true
to the original choreography without the need to spend a lot of time hand animating the
routine.
The data was recorded using eleven Vicon motion capture cameras and the Blade/IQ
motion capture software. The performer was dressed in the motion capture suit and markers
were placed at the necessary joints on her body following a calibrated template for her figure
that had already been created for previous motion capture sessions. Once the dancer was
outfitted and the markers placed, she performed the dance routine and the data was recorded.
After the dance was recorded, the data was post-processed.
Figure 3.2: Eleven Vicon camera 2D image captures (right) vs. interpolated 3D marker
figure (left).
The motion capture cameras captured two dimensional representations of the ani-
mation performance. The first step to creating a skeleton from that data was to post-process
the two dimensional data from all eleven cameras into one set of three dimensional data.
The software takes the white dots from the eleven cameras and interpolates them into three
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dimensions to create an animated marker representation of the model, as shown in Figure
3.2. The eleven cameras on the right show the two dimensional markers. The interpolated
three dimensional representation is seen on the left.
This process can often cause problems like shifting markers, or even completely
missing markers, because the data will be different from each camera. Some markers are
hidden from camera view and are not picked up, so during the interpolation discrepancies
occur. Also, if markers overlap or are too close to one another, the two markers will be
interpolated as one. This was a common problem in the dance as many of the moves
required the dancer’s arms to overlap or her hip markers to be covered when she kicked her
legs. These problems had to be corrected in the labeling stage of post-processing.
By labeling the markers, the software created a skeletal structure from the markers
that were recorded by the cameras. To start this, the collection of markers was labeled by
hand with the correct labels. A standard T-pose was used at the start of the dance because
the markers on the dancer’s body were clear of any obstructions. The fully labeled T-pose
skeleton can be seen in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: T-Pose, hand labeled skeleton.
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After the first pose is labeled, the motion capture software uses interpolation to label
the markers through the rest of the motion data. This process is never perfect but it saves
a lot of time compared to hand labeling each frame. When markers are covered or there is
confusion between two very close markers, gaps remain in the continuity bars of the labels.
The gaps can be seen to the right of the image in Figure 3.3, where there is black space in
each label’s colored continuity line. When there are gaps like this, the skeleton breaks, as
seen in Figure 3.4. From here, hand labeling is required on a frame by frame basis.
Figure 3.4: Mid-pose with broken, mislabeled skeleton.
After the missing markers are labeled, the software again uses interpolation to fill
in the gaps until the marker disappears again or another discrepancy occurs. Once the
labeling process is completed, the much smaller gaps left behind from missing markers have
to be filled. If the gaps are only one or two frames in length, the software can run linear
interpolation and place markers where they are missing to fill in the skeleton. If the gaps
are longer, the software can instead use splines or rigid bodies that were established on the
template skeleton. The rigid bodies are useful for those areas of the figure that don not
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deform much, such as the head. These operations were used to fill in the gaps until the
continuity chart was continuous and gap free.
From here the animation of the joints was exported and attached to a rig in Autodesk R©
Maya. The model was created using the Autodesk R© Character Generator which allows for
the creation of unique and editable characters. A pre-rigged, low-poly, triangulated mesh
was exported from the character generator. The animation from the motion capture skeleton
was applied to the joints of the pre-rigged character to animate the model. Any residual
problems (oddly bent joints or a pop in animation) were then corrected by hand until the
choreography was clean and smooth.
Once the dance was cleaned up in Maya, the animation was exported as a sequence
of OBJ files. Collisions between the particles and the mesh were a concern in the simulation.
Checking the collisions of thousands of particles against thousands of mesh faces was com-
putationally heavy and infeasible if interactivity was going to be retained. Thus, the faces
of the computer generated meshes needed to be sorted into a spatial grid so that collisions
would only need to be tested against a small subset of faces compared to the entire mesh as
a whole.
There were several choices for what type of spatial subdivision was needed. WenShan
Fan, Bin Wang, Jean-Claude Paul, and JiaGuang Sun [4] devised an efficient method for
fast collision computation on the GPU in their paper An Octree-Based Proxy for Collision
Detection in Large-Scale Particle System. In the paper they propose using an octree to
subdivide the chosen model down to a defined level depending on the detail needed. Within
each node of the octree the intersecting triangle faces and the face normals are stored. The
model is sorted until the octree is subdivided enough for a comprehensive categorization of
the complicated model to be created. While this process is efficient and does work, it was
more complicated than was required.
Instead, a basic dense grid was used to organize just the face data. The vertices
and normals were already stored in data structures of their own so the only information
that needed to be stored into the grid were the face indices. In this way, as collisions were
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detected the face number would be known and could be used to index into the other arrays
for whatever information was needed at that time. No unnecessary data was then stored in
the grid.
The sorting process was completed in three parts. First, the faces were sorted by
their vertices. By looking at the three vertices that made up each face, an index into the
grid space could be found from those vertex positions. Using
Ill =
vx − xmin
∆t
, (3.1)
Jll =
vy − ymin
∆t
, and (3.2)
Kll =
vz − zmin
∆t
(3.3)
the index into grid space is
i = Ill + Bx(Jll + ByKll) (3.4)
where Ill, Jll, and Kll are the coordinates of the lower-left-hand-corner of the grid voxel
where the vertex is located, vx, vy, and vz are the vertex coordinates, xmin, ymin, and zmin
are the minimum x, y, and z values of the entire grid respectively, ∆t is the length of the
voxel edges, and Bx and By are the maximum dimensions of the bounding box in grid space.
Once the index was calculated in grid space, th face number was sorted in the voxel.
Next, voxels which were overlapped by faces, but in which those face vertices did not
lie, needed to be sorted. The step size of the voxels had been calculated to be no smaller than
the largest face of the geometry. In this way the step size would never be small enough that
a face would overlap more than one voxel. When checking for which voxels were overlapped,
only the immediate neighbors had to be tested.
Looping over the immediate twenty-six neighbors to the voxel of interest, ray-box
intersection tests were performed following the algorithm described by Amy Williams, Steve
Barrus, R. Keith Morley, and Peter Shirley [15] in the 2005 ACM SIGGRAPH Course An
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Efficient and Robust Ray-Box Intersection Algorithm. The edges of the face were used as
rays and checked against the voxels in the grid. If an intersection occurred, that face was
sorted into the intersected voxel.
Finally, the last check to be made was for face-to-face intersections. It was possible
that a corner of the voxel could intersect a face without any of the face edges intersecting
the box. An example can be seen in Figure 3.5. To check for these cases, ray-triangle
intersections were run. The edges of the voxel were used as the rays and they were tested
against the face to see if an intersection occurred. If so, the face was added to that voxel.
Figure 3.5: Example of corner-face intersection.
With the faces properly sorted into the spatial grid, particles could be tested for
collisions from their positions after one timestep. After finding their index in grid space by
their positions in world space, the collision detection was run on the faces within that voxel.
This process was much more efficient and substantially decreased the collision detection
time.
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3.2 Particles
When setting up the particle system, two points were taken into consideration: the
system needed to be simple and it needed to be versatile. This would allow for a variety of
effects to be achieved through user control. The user would have the ability to manipulate
and change the attributes controlling the system as it ran. To do this, the particle dynamics
had to be created in a way that allowed for live-variable updates.
Following the basic requirements for particle systems, as outlined by Reeves [8] in his
paper Particle Systems - A Technique for Modeling a Class of Fuzzy Objects, the particles
were initialized with generators. The particles were first given an initial position and initial
velocity, based on the position and velocity of their generators. An initial age, mass, and
color were assigned to the particles as well. Once the particles were initialized, the position
and velocity of the particles were updated using acceleration operators. The acceleration
operators controlled the motion of the particles. Four operators were used: drag, gravity,
attraction, and steering.
The mathematics for the attraction and steering forces were proposed by Syamsuddin
and Kim [14] in their 2011 paper Controllable Simulation of Particle System. In the paper
they describe a way to incorporate a particle system with motion capture data to have the
particles follow the joint positions on the motion captured skeleton. Figure 3.6 describes the
particle-attractor setup. The particle, located at p, is attracted to an attractor point, a. ~V
is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the attractor point and d is the distance from
the particle position to the attractor position. ~U is an arbitrary unit vector that is used to
control the steering force. The direction of ~U is initially set in the negative y-direction but
can be altered and updated by the user.
Similar to the three rules of flocking described by Reynolds [10], Syamsuddin and
Kim describe three controlling forces for the acceleration: an attraction force, a steering
force, and a repulsion force. The two forces of interest for this project were the attraction
and steering forces. The attraction force is
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Fa(d) =

(
A0 + (A1 −A0) exp
−
(d−A2)2
2A3 2
)
~V if d > A2
A1~V if 0 < d < A2,
(3.5)
where A0, A1, A2, A3 are attraction force parameters, A0 < A1, and A3 6= 0. As the particle
is within a distance of A2 from the attractor position, the attraction force is proportional to
A1 in the direction of ~V . When the particle moves away from the attractor and the distance
d grows larger, the attraction force will fall off to A0. The relationship between A0, A1, and
A2 is represented in Figure 3.6. The attraction force fall-off can be seen in Figure 3.7.
A0
d
U V
p
A1
a
A2
Figure 3.6: Visual representation of particle-attractor setup.
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Figure 3.7: Attraction force as a function of distance between particle and attractor.
The other force of interest was the steering force
Fs(d) =
(
B0 − exp(−B1 d + B2)
)
~U , (3.6)
where B0, B1, and B2 are steering force parameters. As the particle moves further away
from the attractor point the steering force becomes proportional to B0 in the direction of
~U . The curve of the steering force as the distance d grows larger can be seen in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Steering force as a function of distance between particle and attractor.
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Variables A0, A1, A2, A3, B0, B1, and B2 are all controllable by the user. The user
has the choice to apply one, both, or none of these forces. Combining these forces with those
from drag and gravity, the new position and velocity were calculated for the particle using
Velocity Verlet integration. It follows the basic algorithm
1. Calculate the force on the particle,
F = Fdrag + Fgravity + Fa + Fs. (3.7)
2. Calculate the new velocity using this force,
~v = ~v0 +
F∆t
2m
. (3.8)
3. Update the position of the particle using the new velocity,
~x = ~x0 + ~v∆t. (3.9)
4. Recalculate the force using the new position and new velocity,
F ′ = F ′drag + F
′
gravity + F
′
a + F
′
s. (3.10)
5. Update the velocity using the recalculated force,
~v ′ = ~v +
F ′∆t
2m
. (3.11)
In the above equations, Fdrag, Fgravity, Fa, and Fs are the forces due to drag, gravity,
attraction, and steering respectively, v0 is the previous velocity of the particle, x0 is the
previous position of the particle, m is the mass of the particle, and ∆t is the timestep.
After the particle position and velocity have been updated, collisions are tested for
the new particle position and the mesh. For moving particles, the Möller-Trumbore ray-
triangle intersection algorithm was implemented. An optimized form of this algorithm was
introduced by Möller and Trumbore [6] and is used here.
Using the newly calculated position of the particle after one time step, the index
in grid space is found. Before the ray-triangle intersection tests are run, two checks are
made. First, the index is tested to be sure that it is in the index range at all. If this test
fails, the intersection immediately returns false. If the index value passes the range test,
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then the data within the voxel is tested. If the value of the voxel returns as an empty
voxel the intersection test returns false. If these two tests are passed, then the ray-triangle
intersection test is performed with a ray created between the previous particle position and
the new particle position against the faces in that voxel.
For particles that were not moving, their positions needed to be tested against the
mesh face normals to determine whether the particle was inside or outside the mesh. To test
whether the particle was inside or outside of the mesh, the inner product was taken between
a ray from the normal to the particle position and the face normal. The sign of the value
was tested. If the product was positive, it meant the particle was outside the mesh. If it was
negative, it was inside. If the particle was inside the mesh, then a collision had occurred. If
a collision occurred, the particles were recycled and re-emitted from their generators.
3.3 Rendering and Display
Once the particle motion was established, an interactive display was created to render
the particle-mesh simulation. The goal of the project was to build a system reminiscent of the
Rain Room installation that allowed the user to alter the simulation variables and particle
attributes as well as move about the scene while the simulation executed. Interactivity had
previously been established in the mechanics of the system so an equally efficient method
of displaying the particles and choreographed geometry needed to be developed for the final
product.
This was done in two stages. OpenGL was chosen first to display the geometry and
particles. Using OpenGL’s drawing commands, the dancer and magician geometries were
rendered with their respective textures. Example code of the model draw function can be
seen in Figure 3.9. The particles could be rendered as points or trails. A set of ten previous
positions was stored for each particle and the user could draw the trails up to ten previous
positions long.
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void drawOBJ() {
int vi, ni;
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, tex1);
if (wire) { glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, GL_LINE); }
else { glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT, GL_FILL); }
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
for(int i=0; i<FACECT; i++){
for(int j=0; j<3; j++){
vi = faces[i][j][0];
vti = faces[i][j][1];
ni = faces[i][j][2];
glTexCoord2f(tcoords[vti][0], tcoords[vti][1]);
glVertex3f(vertices[vi][0], vertices[vi][1], vertices[vi][2]);
glNormal3f(normals[ni][0], normals[ni][1], normals[ni][2]);
}
}
glEnd();
glDisable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);
}
Figure 3.9: Example code of the geometry draw function.
To assure that the animation remained uninterrupted once it had begun, the entire
sequence of OBJ files was read in at once when the program was started up. A model
class was created to store all the individual arrays (faces, vertices, texture coordinates, and
normals) as well as the spatial grids. As the program runs, a variable is updated that
describes the current model being displayed. The current model variable cycles through all
the models in the sequence before beginning again at the start of the sequence once it has
reached the end of the frame range. The trade-off for a smooth animation is a delay in
start-up time as the program must run through and sort over eight hundred OBJ files for
both the dancer and the magician.
With the objects read in and the object data stored, an interactive GUI was built
to give the user full control over a variety of elements in the scene. The GUI allowed
the user to create a multitude of effects while the simulation was running. The GUI that
was implemented was the GLUI user interface library developed by Paul Rademacher and
maintained by Nigel Stewart and Bill Baxter [7]. It is a GLUT-based C++ user interface
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which provides controls such as buttons, checkboxes, and editors for text, float, and int
values. The controllable variables established in the construction of the system (such as the
variables to control the attraction and steering forces) were updated through the responsive
GUI. For the model, the user is able turn on and off the model’s grid and texture. They are
also able to switch between displaying the dancer or the magician. The user can control the
frame range of the sequence available, as well as play, pause, and restart that frame range.
For the particles, the user is able to change the particles’ color, trail length, and
motion through the acceleration operators. The user can also change which generator to
display and use in the simulation and can scale and translate the particle cloud to modify the
shapes already being created by the simulation mechanics. The variety of controls offered
to the user allows them to create many different effects.
Finally, the user has the option of storing a sequence of particle positions and ex-
porting that data as a sequence of OBJ files. If the user turns on the OBJ-save command,
the particle position array will be pushed onto a stack. This will continue each timestep
until the user turns the OBJ-save command off. Then, the user can decide to save that
particle animation out as a sequence of point OBJ files. These OBJ file sequences can be
read into other software packages, such as Houdini or Maya. In this way, the user is able to
create quick simulations in the interactive system and export that data to be used elsewhere.
The overall system and a close-up of the GLUI interface can be seen in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Program setup with GLUI user interface (top) and close-up of user interface
(bottom).
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Chapter 4
Results
To give the user the ability to create a variety of results, the system was developed
so that the user had control over both the mesh and the particles. The dance was designed
to be expressive and streamlined. Once the dance animation had been completed, another
performance was choreographed. Reminiscent of Disney’s 1940 classic Fantasia [13], wherein
Mickey performs as The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, the performer acted as a magician. It was
found that while the dance choreography worked well for certain particle interactions the
character motions were sometimes too fast. The magician performance was created with
much slower motions in mind so as to give the particle cloud time to interact and move with
the model.
The models were designed using the Autodesk R© Character Generator. The charac-
ters were created with two ideas in mind. The dancer, seen in Figure 4.1 (top), was given a
simple and streamlined design. Dance clothing was the inspiration, form fitting and simple
so as to accentuate the shape of the dancer and the movements of her body. The magician,
seen in Figure 4.1 (bottom), was designed differently. She was designed to look very tribal.
Her figure is curvier than the dancer’s figure, so as to ground her for her more exaggerated
and powerful motions. Her routine was designed to be more focused and more deliberate,
so her figure was created to complement that.
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Figure 4.1: Dancer geometry (top) and magician geometry (bottom).
After the models were designed, the particle system was developed so that the user
could control as many variables of the look and feel of the simulation as possible. The
particles are allowed to fall like rain, follow attraction points on the performer’s hands,
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remain stationary, or any mix of those. The variables controlling the mathematics of those
mechanics are controllable as well. Their color can be a static color or cycle through either
pre-established color palettes or through the entire color spectrum. They can be drawn
with or without trails and those trails can be very short or very long. The particles can be
scaled and translated while the simulation is running and they can collide with the geometry
to re-emit from their generators. The user has control over the generators and can choose
between the seven created: a floor, a ceiling, the performer’s hands, the performer’s mesh,
lace, four spheres, or a ring of spheres. Three examples of the particle generators can be
seen in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.
Figure 4.2: Floor generator.
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Figure 4.3: Lace generator.
Figure 4.4: Ring generator.
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The user can save a sequence of particle positions and export them as a sequence of
OBJ files as well. Once the sequence has been stored, the user can then save it out when they
chose to and the particle OBJ file sequence can be read into other software packages such
as Houdini or Maya. The goal was to provide the user with as many controllable variables
as possible so as to create a light and real-time interaction between the performance meshes
and the particle system. These results show examples of the dynamic simulations the user
can achieve with this system, as well as what the user can create with a particle sequence
that has been exported from the system.
Figure 4.5 shows an example of the “rain” look. The attraction and steering forces
are turned off in the system so that only the gravitational force and the drag force are
acting on the particles to pull them down. Figure 4.6 shows the particle simulation right at
the beginning when the particles are being pulled up from the floor and attracting to the
dancer’s hands.
Figure 4.5: Rain example.
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Figure 4.6: Initial pull example.
Figure 4.7 shows the dancing geometry pulling the particles from four corner emit-
ters located above her head. The particles, again, are attracted to the dancer’s hands. The
trails on the particles are long to describe their motion and the color shifts from oranges to
teals using the “terra cotta” color choice. Figure 4.9 shows the second model, the magician,
directing a large cloud of particles. The particles were emitted from her hands, seen in Fig-
ure 4.8. They move towards her hands with steering and gravitational forces pulling them
down and directing them in a more visually interesting manner.
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Figure 4.7: Corners example.
Figure 4.8: Magician emitting particles from her hands.
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Figure 4.9: Magician guiding the particles example.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show an example of the particles emitting from the dancer’s
mesh but not moving. The attraction, steering, and gravitational forces are turned off and
the magnitude of the drag is turned up so that when the particles are emitted they do not
move. This creates a ‘ghosting’ effect. Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 show examples of
the different swooping motions that can be achieved using the different meshes.
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Figure 4.10: Dancer emitting particles from her mesh.
Figure 4.11: Stationary mesh particles give a ‘ghosting’ effect.
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Figure 4.12: Dancer leaping with particles following after.
Figure 4.13: Particles emitting from dancer’s hands, showing trails of her motion.
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Figure 4.14: Magician guiding particles without trails.
Figure 4.15: Magician guiding particles with strong gravitational force.
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Finally, an example of saving out a particle OBJ file sequence and using it in another
software package can be seen in Figure 4.16. The particle OBJ files were loaded into Houdini
and used in a smoke simulation. The particles were used as smoke emitters to create a
swirling smoke render. The simulation still mimics the motion of the dancer but was created
using a more robust program. The original particles can be seen in Figure 4.16 (top), and
the smoke they created is shown in Figure 4.16 (bottom).
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Figure 4.16: Smoke simulation created from particles in Houdini, source particles (top) and
simulated smoke (bottom).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The inspiration for the project was the Wayne McGregor and Random Dance per-
formers dancing through the 2012 Rain Room installation. To create a computer generated
translation of that installation, a system was built to render a particle simulation interacting
with performing meshes. The primary concern was for the user to be able to control the
system interactively on a real-time basis so that they may update the simulation and create
many different effects without the delay of other rendering techniques.
To do this, a platform was developed to read in different performance geometries and
sort those geometries in a way to assure fast and efficient collision detections. A large number
of particles were required to create dynamic and visually beautiful results. To compute
collisions for thousands of particles against thousands of faces would have been realistically
impossible without the use of spatial grids to sort the faces into more manageable quantities.
By sorting the faces into small voxel groups, the particles could be tested against a small
cluster of faces rather than the mesh entirely.
Once the geometry was organized, the particle system was created to be as con-
trollable as possible without the interactivity of the process suffering. Many options for
movement and look were developed and promoted so that the user could alter as many
variables as they desired. The artist was given control over the particles’ attributes such as
color, motion, cloud shape, trail length, and collisions from the GLUI user interface.
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If the user found a moment during the animation they enjoyed, they had control over
saving that out as well. The user could save out screenshots of the scene from the viewport
or save out the particle geometry as a sequence of OBJ files. In this way, the user could
then load that geometry into a multitude of software packages to be used for further renders
or simulations.
By giving the user all these controls, they are able to make artistic decisions in
the creation and export or an elegant particle simulation. The results were immediately
compelling but also offered the artist the option of exporting to create even finer renders
with packages that contained more robust rendering techniques. The user had options to
create and manipulate as they desired.
While the system created offers an artist many avenues for creative exploration,
it can still be improved upon. One recommendation for future improvement would be to
incorporate true flocking behavior. The attraction and steering operators were similar to
those described by Reynolds [10], but did not follow the true flocking algorithms. The
particles are not aware of one another like they would be in flocking mathematics. The next
improvement would be to transfer the particle mathematics onto the GPU. By moving all
the collision detection and velocity integration onto the GPU, the calculations could be run
faster as they could be run simultaneously on multiple threads. This would also allow for
an increase in particle number and mesh complexity.
Another future development for this project would be to incorporate it into a more
complex interactive installation where the motion capture data could be read and interpo-
lated in real time. Using Microsoft’s Kinect [5] for example, this system could allow for the
audience to control the motion captured geometry and the particles. As it stands now, the
motion captured animation must first be applied to a mesh then exported out as a sequence
of OBJ files. If the motion captured animation could be read and applied to geometry real-
time without the need to export sequences of OBJ files, the audience could interact with
the particles, creating an exciting and playful installation piece on a much larger scale.
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